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Flight Planning Engine

Needs (What)

More helpful error messages

Need variety of aircraft in system

The ability to do re-releases (Re-
dispatch)

Canadian ATC routes

Data source for FAA feed, 
specifically pavement info links

More frequently cleared routes, 
flightplanning.com has more than 
we do

Reserve landing fuel at ETP 

Temporarily aircraft performance 
restrictions (Profile)

User controls around route 
restrictions

Secondary flight plan Long range cruise comparison Different numbers (Unreliable)

Error codes Non-descriptive/inaccurate 
feedback

Cruise mode/secondary flight plan Jumps to lowest cruise setting Should go down to 10th of mach

Optimized routes Inaccurate/inefficient optimized 
routes

Stored routes pain point

Sky plan is poor experience

SID/STAR: No realtime updates

Intelligent routing restrictions Can’t route around TFRs, NOTAMs, 
SUAs, and Satcom outages

Misc

RUAEP

Manage ACP

Main Website tasks: Run Flight 
Plans, Change Filing Time, Manage 
Aircraft Profile, Flight Tracking

FPP Create FP at rod Nav

Pain Points

Airport ScreensAirport search is difficult to use

OPS

In OPS account want to route/file

Make updating to ATC easier

“When it works it is great.”

Change things without logging into 
customer account

Routes

User defined routes make box 
bigger to see more of the route.

Editing a route is difficultUse skyvector to get FPSkyvector puts in IFR chartDoes rubberband routing

Website Organization

Quick access to create flight plan 
page, have things up front and easy 
to click on

Customer preferences sort by HID 
and Company

Take flight sentinel dashboard and 
use as inspiration

Trip KitsTrip Kit is a lot of pages

Filing

Pain points

Difficult to modify departure time

Redundant content
Filing status

Flight Plan review

Euro ControlUserPain point

Cumbersome workflow
Difficulty modifying filed routes

Returns bad routes

Euro altitude restrictions

Timing consuming modify/update

Unable generate routes that Euro 
controls will approve

Difficult to cancel a flight plan

Features

EuroControlFile to Euro control first then to ATC

Flight Planning EngineIntelligent routing restrictionsNeeds
Ability to route around TFRs, 
NOTAMs, SUAs, and Satcom 
outages

Position Reports

Temporarily add position reports

Add/delete on/off codes, can’t be 
done by customer

“ARINC lets us modify on/off 
reports why don’t you?”

Tracking
EMS

Add it back in

Sky Connect EMS

Open EMS tracking to track all 
things EMS (boat, aircraft)

ADSB Tracking

Filing
Change departure filing

Combine filing status + review 
flight plan

Airport ScreensLink to AFD airport information from 
airport screen

Routes

OPS uses SkyVector.com
Ability to drag/drop a route

Rubberband routing

User defined routes make box 
bigger to see more of the route.

Run stats for multiple routes at 
once

Route comparison, cruise 
comparison nice to have use a lot.

Update fuel cost quickly to see real 
time cost of the flight, easy access 
from the flight plan screen

Trip cost HR Rate x Hours/Fuel $ 
Amt

Does the frequently cleared routes 
include altitude? Would like to have 
that and aircraft type

Trip Kits

Fax packages create and resend on 
update one click

Select who receives flight package 
temporary enable/disable default 
set

Make the flight plan in one place 
send it to all places

FilingNeeds
Ability to modify filingsTemporarily change filing code

Filing Status pageThe ability to edit all fields on page

http://flightplanning.com
http://SkyVector.com

